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Chapter 1

Simulating structure and physical properties of complex

metallic alloys

Hans-Rainer Trebin, Peter Brommer, Michael Engel, Franz Gähler,

Stephen Hocker, Frohmut Rösch and Johannes Roth

Institut für Theoretische und Angewandte Physik, Universität Stuttgart

An introduction is presented to numerical methods, by which the
behavior of complex metallic alloys can be simulated. We primarily con-
sider the molecular dynamics (MD) technique as implemented in our
software package IMD, where Newton’s equations of motion are solved
for all atoms in a solid. After a short discourse on integration algorithms,
some possible types of interactions are addressed. Already simple model
potentials, as for example the Lennard-Jones-Gauss potential, can give
rise to complex structures, where the characteristic length scales of the
order by far exceed the range of the pair interaction. Realistic interac-
tions are modelled by highly parametrized effective potentials, like the
EAM (Embedded Atom Method) potential. Our program potfit allows
to fit the parameters such that data from experiment or from ab-initio
calculations are well reproduced. Several applications of the methods
are outlined, notably the simulation of aluminium diffusion in quasicrys-
talline d-Al-Ni-Co, the computation of the phonon dispersion via the dy-
namical structure factor of MgZn2, the propagation of cracks in NbCr2,
and an order-disorder phase transition in CaCd6.

1.1. Numerical simulation of matter

The basic equation for computing the structure of atomistic matter is known

since the invention of quantum theory: It is the many-body Schrödinger

equation. Powerful analytical tools have been developed in the sequel to

make it solvable. For periodic crystals, the Bloch theorem and the Kohn-

Sham density functional theory allowed to determine ground state struc-

tures, cohesion energies and electronic band structures. Within the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation, phonon dispersion relations, dynamical and

even and non-equilibrium properties can be evaluated.

1
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Explicit realistic data were gained, however, only with the advent of

computers and efficient algorithms. Yet, when dealing with complex metal-

lic alloys, where the number of atoms in the unit cell is large, and when

exploring phenomena, where periodic boundary conditions are hardly ap-

plicable, like defect motion or fracture, the power of even massively parallel

computer systems is not suffient. The same is valid when long simulation

times are required, as for example for diffusion processes. For such cases one

employs an approximation denoted molecular dynamics (MD). The atoms

are considered as point particles of classical mechanics, which move accord-

ing to Newton’s equations of motion under their mutual (but possibly also

external) forces. The atom-atom interactions are the central quantities that

tune the resulting physical properties. In principle, these interaction could

even be computed quantum-mechanically, e.g. in density functional theory

under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, where it is assumed that the

electronic degrees of freedom are always in the instantaneous ground state

for a given set of nuclear coordinates. For large systems, however, this is

far too slow, and it is more promising to use a classical effective potential

approximating the quantum-mechanical interaction. As classical potentials

are much cheaper to compute, far larger systems and longer time scales can

be reached in this way.

Many efforts have been made to understand the response of the particle

systems to different types of interaction potentials. A simple isotropic pair

potential like the Lennard-Jones potential with a single minimum typically

yields densely packed simple structures as found in many hexagonal or face

centered cubic monoatomic metals. Even with such simple potentials, it is

possible to explain e.g. the formation and motion of partical dislocations.

With binary systems or modified potentials, e.g. with an additional bump

or minimum, more complicated structures may be reached, whose period

lengths can by far exceed the range of the potential and which we hence de-

note as complex. For realistic simulations of particular materials, however,

it is necessary to go beyond such model potentials. For various types of

materials there exist highly parametrized potential models taylored for the

specific situation, e.g. for metallic, covalent, or ionic systems. The param-

eters are fitted such that either experimental data (melting temperature,

elastic constants, cohesion energies) or data from quantum mechanical cal-

culations of small systems (cohesion energies, stresses, forces on individual

atoms) are optimally reproduced. With such realistic potentials and effi-

cient algorithms on supercomputers it is possible to routinely simulate even

the most demanding situations with high reliability, whether they require
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large system sizes (crack propagation, shock waves, dislocation entangle-

ment) with up to several hundred million atoms, or long simulation times

(atomic diffusion). But also equilibrium material parameters (elastic con-

stants, heat conductivities, toughness) can be extracted and used as input

for continuum theories. By forwarding data from quantum mechanical ab-

initio calculations to molecular dynamics simulations and further to contin-

uum theories (e.g. finite element methods) one can establish a multi-scale

algorithm by which matter can be analysed up to mesoscopic length scales.

A problem remaining is the span of real time achieveable in MD simula-

tions, which reaches up to the order of nanoseconds, but not much beyond.

Stochastic methods like the Monte Carlo algorithm may then be used to ac-

celerate equilibration processes, where it is not necessary to track precisely

the physical trajectories of the particles. Rather, the displacements of the

atoms are chosen probabilistically, with weights depending on the energy

gain achieved. By eliminating irrelevant degrees of freedom from the set

of proposed moves, a considerable speed-up can be achieved, compared to

MD. There are many other accelerators on the market like dissipative parti-

cle dynamics (PDP) or stochastic rotation dynamics (SRD), which average

out short-time motions, but we will not dwell upon them further.

In this article we will proceed as follows. In Sec. 1.2 the molecular

dynamics method is described. In particular, we sketch some popular inte-

gration methods and show how modified equations of motion can be used

to simulate different kinds thermodynamic ensembles, e.g. ones which allow

to control temperature, pressure, or shear. In Sec. 1.3 several model po-

tentials are introduced, and some of the possible complex structures they

generate are described. In Sec. 1.4 we show examples of realistic potentials,

and discuss their range of validity. In Sec. 1.5 it is then demonstrated how

the optimal potential paramters can be determined from results of ab-initio

simulations, thus making quantum-mechanical information available also to

classical simulations. Several potentials of embedded-atom-method (EAM)

type have been generated by this method and were used in simulations of

various physical properties and processes, such as atomic diffusion, phonon

dispersion, crack propagation and a phase transition. These applications

are described in Sec. 1.6, before we summarize in Sec. 1.7.

1.2. Molecular dynamics simulations

In molecular dynamics (MD) simulations1–3 the trajectories of particles

in a many-body system are calculated in classical approximation. Thus
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Newton’s equations

dpi

dt
= Fi = −∇iV (r1, . . . , rN ), (1.1)

dri

dt
=

pi

mi

, (1.2)

have to be solved under a specific interaction potential V . Here r1, . . . , rN

are the coordinate vectors of the particles and p1, . . . , pN their momenta.

In a first step one must establish an initial structure in the form of

particle coordinates for the different atomic species. This can be done by

either distributing the particles randomly, or using a model structure or a

realistic structure derived from experimental (e.g. diffraction) data.

In a second step the interaction potentials have to be determined. These

can be two-, three- or many-body potentials. They can be model potentials,

addressed in Sec. 1.3, as for example the Lennard-Jones pair potential and

modifications thereof. Or one chooses realistic effective potentials, fitted to

experimental or ab-initio data, as discussed in Sec. 1.4 and 1.5.

In a third step the boundary conditions must be fixed. One can apply

open bounderies or enclose the system in a hard box. In most instances

periodic boundary conditions are chosen. They allow to simulate an infinite

system by packing it into a periodically repeated array of unit cells. Thus

one can avoid the influence of surfaces. But even for the calculation of

surfaces frequently periodic boundary conditions are used by simulating a

periodic layer structure. For specific situations a variety of other boundary

conditions have been invented. In Lees-Edward boundary conditions, for

example, the periodically stacked boxes are displaced relative to each other

with constant velocity to mimic a shear deformation. Or twisted boundaries

can model chiral structures, as e.g. cholesteric liquid crystals.

Newton’s equations form a 3N -dimensional coupled set of second order

differential equation for the particle trajectories ri(t). In a fourth step

they must be solved by numerical integrators subject to requirements like

high precision, stability, time-reversal symmetry, energy and momentum

conservation. The conditions are met by the relatively simple expressions

of the Verlet and leap-frog algorithms.

In the Verlet algorithm the Taylor expansions of ri(t+δt) and ri(t−δt),

ri(t + δt) = ri(t) + δtṙi(t) +
1

2
(δt)2r̈i(t) + . . . , (1.3)

ri(t − δt) = ri(t) − δtṙi(t) +
1

2
(δt)2r̈i(t) − . . . , (1.4)
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are added such that the odd powers of δt vanish and the velocities do not

appear explicitely:

ri(t + δt) = 2ri(t) − ri(t − δt) + (δt)2r̈i(t) + . . . (1.5)

with

r̈i(t) =: ai(t) = − 1

mi

∇iV (r1, . . . , rN ). (1.6)

The algorithm is correct to order (δt)4 and time-reversible as it is centered.

For short time-steps the term of order (δt)2 is small compared to the

O(1)-terms which leads to numerical imprecision. A modification avoiding

this deficiency is the half-step leap-frog algorithm:

ri(t + δt) = ri(t) + δt ṙi(t +
1

2
δt), (1.7)

ṙi(t +
1

2
δt) = ṙi(t −

1

2
δt) + δt ai(t). (1.8)

Here, only terms of O(δt) appear. Moreover, the second order equation (1.5)

is replaced by a first order one, in which also the velocities have become

independent degrees of freedom. Inserting (1.7) and (1.8) into the center-

ing procedure (1.3)-(1.5) shows that the leap-frog scheme is algebraically

equivalent to Verlet. With the leap-frog integrator we can simulate the

microcanonical NV E ensemble, where particle number N , volume V and

energy E are kept constant. For other ensembles, like the canonical NV T

ensemble, or the NpT -ensemble one must apply numerical thermostats and

barostats.

Temperature and pressure control can be achieved with suitable mod-

ifications of the equations of motion, (1.1) and (1.2). Specifically, for a

thermostat a (positive or negative) friction term is added, and for a baro-

stat the box and all coordinates are rescaled. For a thermostat and barostat

of Nosé-Hoover type, the modified equations of motion then read as follows:

ṗi = Fi − (η + ξ) pi, (1.9)

ṙi =
pi

mi

+ ξri, (1.10)

η̇ =
1

τ2
T

T − Text

Text

, (1.11)

ξ̇ =
1

τ2
p

V (p − pext)

NkBText

, (1.12)

ḣ = ξh. (1.13)
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Here, η and ξ are two extra dynamical degrees of freedom. η is a friction

parameter, and ξ the rate of rescaling of the coordinates and the matrix

of the box vectors, h. The amount of friction and rescaling is determined

by the deviation of the actual temperature and pressure from the desired

values, Text and pext. The actual temperature and pressure are computed

from the coordinates and momenta:

T =
1

3NkB

∑

i

|pi|2
mi

, (1.14)

pV =
1

3





∑

i

|pi|2
mi

+
1

2

∑

i,j

rij · Fij



 , (1.15)

where rij = ri − rj and Fij is the force atom j exerts on atom i. The time

evolution of η and ξ is governed by time constants τT and τp, which must

be chosen suitably to ensure the best possible coupling of η and ξ to the

other degrees of freedom. If only a thermostat is needed, ξ can be chosen

identically zero (and thus τp = ∞). By using tensor quantities for p, pext,

and ξ, it is also possible to simulate an arbitrary external stress tensor, and

with similar types of equations even a constant shear flow can be modelled.

In a fifth step the usually large amount of data must be analyzed. It is

possible to extract global quantities like cohesion energies or melting tem-

peratures or elastic constants. Also static and time dependent correlation

functions can be calculated, like density-density or velocity-velocity corre-

lations. From them structural characteristics can be gained like the pair

correlation function or transport coefficients such as diffusion constants or

viscosities. By Fourier transformation of the density-density correlation the

diffraction images can be obtained.

But frequently the local situation is of interest. Here the primary tool

is the visualization of the structure. The atoms can be plotted directly as

spheres. Additionally they can be colored, e.g. according to their energy

content. Thus places of enhanced energy are marked, which usually are

close to defects like vacancies or interstitials or dislocations. Or they are

colored according to their number of next neighbours to image surfaces,

e.g. cracks. Observables like energy or temperature can be averaged over

small spatial regions and then depict propagation of phonons. Animations

of atomic dynamics give insight into mechanisms like energy transfer from

elastic dilation into the crack tip where bonds are broken. Thus numerical

simulations combined with visualization bring us back from the diagram-

matic representation of physics to a way manifest to the visual senses.
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All algorithms mentioned in this and the following sections are imple-

mented in our own MD code IMD.4 The results discussed in Sec. 1.6 have

been obtained with IMD, which supports a large variety of integrators,

potential models and other features, making it an excellent choice for the

simulation of complex metals. Simple metals and even covalent solids are

also supported, of course. IMD is efficiently parallelized and shows excel-

lent performance and scaling on a large variety of hardware, from simple

Linux PCs to massively parallel supercomputers.5

1.3. Model potentials

1.3.1. Lennard-Jones potentials

The Lennard-Jones potential (see Fig. 1.1)

v(r) = ǫ((
σ

r
)12 − 2(

σ

r
)6) (1.16)

is an interaction widely applied in statistical physics. It is particularly

suited for noble gases. Frequently it has been used also for the simulation

of metals as long as computing power was too small to treat more compli-

cated interactions and better descriptions like EAM potentials had not been

developed. The potential was invented by Sir John Edward Lennard-Jones

(1894-1954) in 1924 for quantum chemistry applications. The mathematical

form was chosen such that it is possible to evaluate integrals easily.

The stable solid phase of the Lennard-Jones potential in two dimensions

is the hexagonal close packing. Thermodynamical properties and the phase

diagram have been given by Abraham.6

In three dimensions the energetic ground state is the hexagonal close

packing (hcp) which is slightly more stable than fcc.7 Reference 7 also

includes many citations of Lennard-Jones system properties like virial co-

efficients and thermodynamic and transport properties.

The thermodynamic phase diagram has been determined to high preci-

sion.2,8,9

In statistical physics the Lennard-Jones potential is frequently used to

model binary liquids and glasses. In general there are six parameters ǫAB

and σAB for the bond energies and the bond distances and an additional

parameter for the composition. Usually two parameters are eliminated via

the approximations ǫAB = (ǫAA + ǫBB)/2 and σAB =
√

σAAσBB (Lorentz-

Berthelot rule), but this is not always possible for solid phases.10–12 The

reason is that the bond lengths in solids are determined by geometric dis-
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tances, and the Lorentz-Berthelot rule would lead to internal stresses that

could distort or destroy the solid.

For glasses there are a number of special choices for the potential pa-

rameters which have been shown to avoid crystallization under ordinary

conditions.13–15 For some of them, however, a crystalline ground state has

resulted.16–20
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Figure 1.1. The Lennard-Jones, Dzugutov and Lennard-Jones-Gauss potential for
α=1.2, β2=0.02 and r0=1.52

.

1.3.2. Dzugutov potentials

The Dzugutov potential has been invented by M. Dzugutov for the descrip-

tion of monatomic metallic glasses (in contrast to covalent glasses).21,22

The problem with single-minima-interactions like Lennard-Jones or Morse

potentials (v(r) = D(1 − e−a(r−r0))2) is that if a sample is cooled from

the liquid state to the solid state it will always freeze into a close-packed

structure, either fcc or hcp or a mixture of both. Dzugutov’s idea was to

prevent the crystalline order by introducing a maximum at the distance of
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second nearest neighbours in close packed structures.

The Dzugutov pair potential is defined by the following equations (see

Fig. 1.1):

Φ(r) = Φ1 + Φ2, (1.17)

Φ1 = A(r−m − B) exp

(

c

r − a

)

, r < a, (1.18)

Φ1 = 0, r ≥ a, (1.19)

Φ2 = B exp

(

d

r − b

)

, r < b, (1.20)

Φ2 = 0, r ≥ b, (1.21)

with the parameters:

m A c a B d b

16 5.82 1.1 1.87 1.28 0.27 1.94

The special feature of the Dzugutov potential is a minimum at 1.13 of depth

-0.581 followed by a maximum at 1.63 of height 0.460. The minimum has

the same shape as in the case of the Lennard-Jones-potential. Past the

maximum the potential goes to zero continously. The potential is cut off

at a range of rc = 1.94a.

As a surprise came the discovery that the potential leads to dodecagonal

quasicrystals if cooling is slow enough.23 An evaluation of the pressure-

temperature phase diagram of the potential leads to a rich variety of phases:

at low temperatures and pressures the bcc phase has the lowest energy,

and at high pressures the ground state is fcc.24 Tetrahedrally close packed

phases appear also, especially the σ phase, which can be considered as a

low-order approximant of the quasicrystalline phases. It is assumed that

the quasicrystalline phase is stabilized by entropy at low pressures and

elevated temperatures. The Dzugutov potential does not possess separate

liquid and gaseous phases due to its maximum and its rather short range.25

Since 1991 the potential has frequently been applied in the simulation

of glasses, and it works quite well for this purpose.26 Vibrational27,28 and

structural29–31 properties have been studied extensively.

The global ground state of small Dzugutov clusters has been deter-

mined.32,33 In contrast to the Lennard-Jones and Morse potentials the

interaction strongly favors polytetrahedral clusters.

Diffusion has been studied34 in monoatomic dodecagonal quasicrystals.

aPotential strength and range can be further scaled to adapt it to specific solids.
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Below 60% of the melting temperature only single atomic jumps occur,

while above that temperature diffusion is greatly enhanced and flips are

found which rearrange the underlying quasicrystal tiling structure. More

recently the potential has also been applied in shock wave simulations.35,36

Phase transitions between crystalline phases and solitons have been ob-

served. The results show similarities to shock waves in iron simulated with

EAM potentials although the interaction has not been fitted to any specific

material.

1.3.3. Lennard-Jones-Gauss potentials

Electronic energy considerations have shown that the general form of pair

potentials in metals resembles a strongly repulsive core plus a decaying os-

cillatory Friedel term37 (see also Sec. 1.4.1). The shape of the Dzugutov

potential reproduces the first oscillation. The next natural step is the addi-

tion of a second minimum leading to a double-well potential. One possible

choice is the Lennard-Jones-Gauss potential (Fig. 1.1) given by

V (r) =
1

r12
− 2

r6
− α exp

(

− (r − r0)
2

2β2

)

. (1.22)

It consists of a Lennard-Jones minimum of depth 1, positioned at r = 1 and

a negative Gaussian of depth α and width β at r = r0. Structure formation

and dynamics can be studied as a function of the three parameters. At the

moment the phase diagram of the system has only been calculated in two

dimensions.38 For T = 0, P = 0, and β2 = 0.02 it is shown in Fig. 1.2 over

the α-r0 parameter space. A surprising variety of structures, four simple

crystals (Hex1, Hex2, Sqa, and Rho) and five complex crystals (Pen, Xi,

Sig1, Sig2, and Sig3) occur as stable ground states. The largest one (Xi) has

13 atoms per unit cell and a lattice constant about three times r0, which is

already remarkably complicated – at least for a monatomic crystal in two

dimensions and a simple isotropic pair potential.

Simulations reveal, that the particle dynamics during crystal growth,

but also in equilibrium crucially depends on the structural complexity. In

addition to the usual vacancy and interstitial diffusion in simple phases,

particle jumps (phason flips) are observed in the complex phases. They

generate local tile rearrangements, but do not alter the long-range order.

At elevated temperature the resulting entropic contribution to the free en-

ergy plays an important role in the thermodynamic stabilization. This is

observed for example in the case of a reversible order-disorder transition
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Figure 1.2. Phase diagram of the Lennard-Jones-Gauss potential. Unit cell decorations
of the crystals are depicted. For r0 ≈ 1.47 pentagonal local order and for r0 ≈ 1.85
dodecagonal local order is found. The tiles are basic building blocks of the complex
phases.

between the low-temperature periodic crystal Xi and a high-temperature

decagonal random tiling quasicrystal.38

By the choice Eq. (1.22) for the interaction potential two competing

particle distances are introduced into the system. Depending on their ratio

various local configurations can be favourable. If the most stable local

configuration is not compatible with periodicity, structural complexity is

a natural consequence. In fact, complexity seems to be closely related to

the occurrence of two competing characteristic length scales also for real

systems, where additionally the interplay of different atom species can play

a role. An example are the binary Laves-phases, which are stabilized in a

narrow range of the atom size ratio.

Note that the complex phases in Fig. 1.2 primarily appear in the region,

where the second minimum is deeper than the first minimum, i.e. α > 1.

In realistic pair potentials the first minimum is often either degenerated to

a shoulder or deeper than the second one. This might be a reason, why
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complex phases are not found in elementary metals, at least under ambient

external conditions. This is not true, however, for metalloid elements due

to stronger angle-dependent multi-body contributions to the interaction.

The phase β-boron with 105 atoms per unit cell, thermodynamically stable

at high temperatures, is primarily built from icosahedrons arranged on

a rhombohedral lattice.39 Furthermore, complex phases are found quite

frequently in many elemental metals at high pressures.40 It is conceivable

that shoulders in the interaction potential are increasingly significant under

compression.

1.4. Realistic potentials

More realistic potentials can be obtained in essentially two ways, which are

often applied in combination. One way is to derive an effective potential

from a more fundamental theory, such as Density Functional Theory (DFT),

by making a suitable series expansion, or by applying various physically

motivated approximations, which naturally must depend on the nature of

the system at hand (whether it is metallic, covalent, etc.). The other way is

to choose a parametrized potential family, and to determine the parameters

so that the potential correctly reproduces certain reference quantities, which

can either be measured or computed ab-initio. The choice of the potential

family is again dictated by the nature of the system, and its functional form

is often inspired by approximations to DFT.

The first potentials of this kind had relatively few parameters and a

functional form closely related to DFT. This often results in relatively com-

plicated analytical formulae which are expensive to evaluate numerically.

Moreover, it is difficult to verify the correctness of a program. Examples

for such potentials are the original Finnis-Sinclair41 and Embedded-Atom-

Method (EAM) potentials42–45 for metals, Tersoff potentials46 for covalent

solids, and generalizations of them like bond-order potentials,47 and the

modified EAM (MEAM) potentials.48–50

With the availability of an almost unlimited amount of ab-initio com-

puted reference quantities which allow to fit a large number of potential

parameters, it has become more convenient and also more efficient to use

much larger potential families with completely free parameter functions.

One example are the modern EAM or glue potentials, whose parameter

functions no longer are required to have a functional form prescribed by

DFT, but are freely fitted to reference quantities. Similarly, ADP poten-

tials51 (Angle Dependent Potentials) generalize in a sense the MEAM po-
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tentials. They contain similar angle dependent terms, but have a simpler

functional form at the expense of a larger number of potential parameters,

and are much simpler and more efficient to evaluate.

In the following, we introduce in some more detail the Moriarty-Widom

pair potentials directly derived from DFT, and the EAM and ADP poten-

tials, whose parameter functions are determined by fitting to a data base

of reference quantities.

1.4.1. Moriarty–Widom Pair Potentials

By a systematic series expansion of DFT into n-body terms, and by mak-

ing various approximations, Moriarty and Widom52,53 developed a family of

potentials for aluminium-rich Al-TM (transition metal) alloys. Of course,

n-body interactions with arbitrarily high n are not suitable for numeri-

cal simulations. Fortunately, it turns out that the complete interaction is

already well approximated by the one- and two-body terms. At fixed vol-

ume, even the (density dependent) one-body term can be neglected. Only

the higher-order terms of the TM-TM interactions give a non-negligible

contribution, which can be approximated by an extra effective pair term

not yet included in the expansion. Such an extra pair term could be fit-

ted empirically to an ab-initio simulation of a decagonal quasicrystal.54

The resulting effective pair potentials, an example of which is shown in

Fig. 1.3, exhibit characteristic Friedel oscillations, which are believed to be

important for the stabilization of complex crystals and quasicrystals. The

potentials have been used very successfully for different kinds of simulations

of decagonal quasicrystals, such as structure optimisation through total en-

ergy calculations,55 or the simulation of aluminium diffusion in decagonal

Al-Ni-Co.56

1.4.2. Embedded Atom Method Potentials

Pure pair potentials, even with optimally chosen parameter functions, can-

not describe the interactions in a metal adequately. This holds true at least

for relatively simple, short range potentials (note that the Moriarty-Widom

potentials discussed above have long-range Friedel oscillations, which rem-

edy part of the deficiencies). The problem is, that in a metal the interactions

are density-dependent; one cannot simply add up the contributions of the

different neighbours to the potential. In order to better mimick the physics

of metallic cohesion, the so-called Embedded Atom Method (EAM) was

introduced.41–43,45 The corresponding potentials contain, in addition to a
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Widom52,53

conventional pair interaction, a density-dependent embedding term:

V =
∑

i,j<i

φsisj
(rij) +

∑

i

Usi
(ni) with ni =

∑

j 6=i

ρsj
(rij). (1.23)

The embedding term consists of a non-linear function Usi
(ni), whose argu-

ment, the local density ni at the position of atom i, is a sum of contributions

from the neighbours j through a transfer function ρsj
. Usi

(ni) yields the

energy associated with placing atom i at the density ni. This form was

actually inspired by DFT, from where also the form of the embedding func-

tion was suggested. In modern versions, however, all parameter functions

in Eq. (1.23) are freely optimized. This more general version is also known

as glue potential.44 EAM or glue potentials have been shown to describe

the interactions in a metal much better than pair potentials.44 Even though

they contain many-body terms through the non-linearity of the embedding

function, they are still relatively efficient to compute. Compared to pair

potentials, a second loop over all neighbour pairs is required (one to com-

pute ni, another to compute the energy and the forces), so that the total

effort is approximately doubled.

The EAM potential Eq. (1.23) has two gauge degrees of freedom, i.e.,
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two sets of parameter changes which do not alter the physics of the poten-

tial:

ρs(r) → κρs(r),

Usi
(ni) → Usi

(ni

κ

)

,
(1.24)

and

φsisj
(r) → φsisj

(r) + λsi
ρsj

(r) + λsj
ρsi

(r),

Usi
(ni) → Usi

(ni) − λsi
ni.

(1.25)

According to Eq. (1.24), the units of the density ni can be chosen ar-

bitrarily. The transformation Eq. (1.25) states that certain energy contri-

butions can be moved freely between the pair and the embedding term.

An embedding function U which is linear in the density n can be gauged

away completely. This also makes any separate interpretation of the pair

potential part and the embedding term void; the two must be judged to-

gether. The latter degeneracy is usually lifted by choosing the gradients of

the Ui(ni) to vanish at the average density for each atom type.

1.4.3. Angular-Dependent Potentials (ADP)

Neither pair nor EAM potentials contain any angle-dependent terms,

wherefore they cannot be used for covalent systems. But even for certain

metals, such terms cannot be completely neglected. This is likely to be true

for metals having only a small number of valence electrons, or which are on

the border of being metals. For such cases, Baskes48,49 has proposed the

Modified EAM (MEAM) potentials, which were later modified50 once more

by introducing a screening function. All variants involve relatively compli-

cated analytical formulae, which are difficult to evaluate numerically. This

is especially true for molecular dynamics, where not only the potential, but

also its derivative is required. For this reason, implementations of MEAM

are rarely available, and if they are, they are slow and not well suited for

large-scale simulations.

Recently, however, Mishin et. al.51 introduced a potential which con-

tains essentially the same angle-dependend terms as the MEAM potential,

but with a functionally much simpler form. They termed it ADP for Angle-

Dependent Potential. Formally, ADP is an extension of EAM by further

embedding terms:

V =
1

2

∑

i6=j

φ(rij)+
∑

i

U(ni)+
1

2

∑

i,α

(µα
i )2+

1

2

∑

i,α,β

(λαβ
i )2− 1

6

∑

i

ν2
i . (1.26)
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The first two terms are the standard EAM potential (1.23). The third term

measures the energy cost of a dipole distortion of an atomic environment,

the fourth and the fifth term that of a quadrupole distortion. For this

purpose, for each atom a net dipole distortion vector

µα
i =

∑

j 6=i

uij(rij)r
α
ij (1.27)

and a quadrupole distortion tensor

λαβ
i =

∑

j 6=i

wij(rij)r
α
ijr

β
ij . (1.28)

are computed. The last term in Eq. (1.26) compensates for the trace of

λαβ
i :

νi =
∑

α

λαα
i . (1.29)

In the equations above, uij and wij are parameter functions which must

be determined from reference data, and α and β represent cartesian coor-

dinates x, y, or z. As the angle dependent terms occur only implicitly (in

the squares of µα
i and λαβ

i ) the computation of the ADP potential is algo-

rithmically similar to EAM. It requires about twice as much computation

time as EAM, and is thus at least two to three times faster than MEAM.

Moreover, the program code is much simpler and more transparent. Also

the expressions for the forces are fairly simple.51

1.5. Potential development with potfit

The reliability and predictive power of classical MD simulations depend

crucially on the quality of the effective potentials employed. In the case of

elementary solids, such potentials are usually obtained by adjusting a few

potential parameters to optimally reproduce a set of reference data, which

typically includes a number of experimental values like lattice constants,

cohesive energies, or elastic constants, sometimes supplemented with ab-

initio cohesive energies and stresses.45 In the case of more complex systems

with a large variety of local environments and many potential parameters

to be determined, such an approach cannot help, however: there is simply

not enough reference data available.

The force matching method57 provides a way to construct physically

justified potentials even under such circumstances. The idea is to compute

forces, energies and stresses from first principles for a suitable selection of
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small reference systems and to adjust the parameters of the potential to

optimally reproduce them.

The force matching algorithm is implemented in the program potfit, the

details of which have been described previously.58 By separating the process

of optimization from the form of the potential, potfit allows for maximal

flexibility in the choice of potential model and parametrization.

1.5.1. Algorithms

potfit consists of two separate parts. The first one implements a particular

parametrized potential model and calculates from a set of potential pa-

rameters ξi the target function that quantifies the deviations of the forces,

stresses and energies from the reference values. Wrapped around is a sec-

ond, potential independent part which implements a least square minimiza-

tion module. As this part is completely independent of the potential model

and just deals with the list of parameters ξi, it is fairly straightforward to

change the parametrization of the potential (tabulated or analytic), or even

to switch to a different potential model.

From a mathematical point of view, force matching is a basic opti-

mization problem: There is a set of parameters ξi, a set of values bk(ξi)

depending on them, and a set of reference values b0,k which the bk have to

match. This leads to the well-known method of least squares, where one

tries to minimize the sum of squares of the deviations between the bk and

the b0,k. In this case, the reference values can either be the components

of the force vector ~f0,j acting on each individual atom j, or global data

A0,k like stresses, energies, or certain external constraints. It is helpful to

measure the relative rather than the absolute deviations from the refer-

ence data, except for very small reference values. The least squares target

function thus becomes

Z = ZF + ZC, (1.30)

with ZF =

NA
∑

j=1

∑

α=x,y,z

Wj

(fjα
− f0,jα

)
2

~f2
0,j + εj

, (1.31)

and ZC =

Nc
∑

k=1

Wk

(Ak − A0,k)
2

A2
0,k + εk

, (1.32)

where ZF represents the contributions of the forces, and ZC that of the

global data. The (small and positive) εℓ impose a lower bound on the

denominators, thereby avoiding too an accurate fitting of small quantities
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which are actually not known to such a precision. The Wl are the weights of

the different terms. It proves useful for the fitting to give the total stresses

and the cohesion energies an increased weight, although in principle they

should be reproduced correctly already from the forces. Even if all forces

are matched with a small deviation only, those deviations can add up in

an unfortunate way when determining stresses, thus leading to potentials

giving wrong elastic constants. Including global quantities in the fit with

a sufficiently high weight supresses such undesired behaviour of the fitting

process.

As the evaluation of the highly nonlinear target function Eq. (1.30)

is computationally rather expensive, a careful choice of the minimization

method has to be made. There are two algorithms in potfit. The first is a

deterministic algorithm described by Powell,59 which takes advantage of the

form of the target function (which is a sum of squares). By re-using data

obtained in previous function calls it arrives at the minimum faster than

standard least squares algorithms. It also does not require any knowledge

of the gradient of the target function.

The other minimization method implemented is a simulated anneal-

ing60 algorithm proposed by Corana.61 While the deterministic algorithm

mentioned above will always find the closest local minimum, simulated an-

nealing samples a larger part of the parameter space and thus has a chance

to end up in a better minimum. The price to pay is a computational burdon

which can be several orders of magnitude larger.

The basic Monte Carlo move is adding Gaussian-shaped bumps to the

potential functions. The bump heights are normally distributed around

zero, with a standard deviation adjusted so that on average half of the

Monte Carlo steps are accepted. This ensures optimal progress: Neither

are too many calculations wasted because the changes are too large to be

accepted, nor are the steps too small to make rapid progress.

Generally, potential functions can be specified in various ways. They can

either be given in analytic form, using a small number of free parameters,

like for a Lennard-Jones potential, or in tabulated form together with an

interpolation scheme for distances between the tabulation points. Whereas

the parameters of an analytic potential can often be given a physical mean-

ing, such an interpretation is usually not possible for tabulated potentials.

On the other hand, an inappropriate form of an analytic potential may

severely constrain the optimization, leading to a poor fit. For this reason,

the functions are defined by tabulated values and spline interpolation, thus

avoiding any bias introduced by an analytic potential. This choice results
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in a relatively high number of potential parameters, compared to an ana-

lytic description of the potentials. This is not too big a problem, however:

Force matching provides enough reference data to fit even a large number

of parameters. The potential functions only need to be defined at pair dis-

tances r between a minimal distance rmin and a cutoff radius rcut, where

the function should go to zero smoothly.

1.5.2. Implementation

The program is parallelized using the standard Message Passing Inter-

face (MPI62), simply by distributing the calculation of forces, energies and

stresses in different configurations on several processes. Additionally, neigh-

bour lists and lookup tables are used to speed up spline interpolation.

potfit was designed to cooperate closely with the first-principles code

VASP63,64 and with IMD,4 our own classical MD code. VASP, which

is a plane wave code implementing ultrasoft pseudopotentials and the

Projector-Augmented Wave (PAW) method,65,66 is used to compute the

reference data for the force matching, whereas the resulting potentials are

intended to be used with IMD. For this reason, potfit provides import and

export filters for potentials and configurations to communicate with these

programs. These filters are implemented as scripts, which can easily be

modified to interface with other programs. All potfit input and output files

are plain text files, so they can be manipulated without problems.

1.5.3. Results and validation

The correctness of potfit was verified by recovering a classical potential

from reference data computed with that potential. This test succeeded

perfectly for both a monatomic Lennard-Jones potential and a binary EAM

potental. One should keep in mind, however, that reference data from

ab-initio computations in general cannot be reproduced perfectly by any

classical potential.

Although the potentials to be generated are intended for (aperiodic)

quasicrystals and crystals with large unit cells, all reference structures have

to be periodic crystals with unit cell sizes suitable for the ab-initio compu-

tation of the reference data. On the other hand, the reference structures

should approximate the quasicrystal in the sense, that all their unit cells

together accommodate all relevant structural motifs. To do so, they must

be large enough. For instance, the quasicrystalline and related crystalline

phases of Ca-Cd and Mg-Zn consist of packings of large icosahedral clusters
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in different arrangements. Reference structures must be able to accomo-

date such clusters. A further constraint is, that the unit cell diameter must

be larger than the range of potentials. Reference structures with 80–200

atoms represent a good compromise between these requirements.

Starting from a selection of basic reference structures, further ones are

obtained by taking snapshots of MD simulations with model potentials at

various temperatures and pressures. Also samples which were strained in

different ways are included. For all these reference structures, the ab-initio

forces, stresses and energies are determined with VASP, and a potential is

fitted to reproduce these data. As reference energy, the cohesive energy

is used, i.e., the energies of the constituent atoms are subtracted from the

VASP energies. Instead of absolute cohesive energies one can also use the

energy relative to some reference structure. Once a first version of the fitted

potential is available, the MD snapshots can be replaced or complemented

with better ones obtained with the new potential, and the procedure is

iterated.

During the optimization, the target function Eq. (1.30) does not con-

verge to zero, which indicates that quantum mechanical reality (taking

density functional theory as reality) is not represented perfectly by the

potential model used. The forces computed from the optimal potential

typically differ by about 10% from the reference forces, which seems ac-

ceptable. For the energies and stresses a much higher agreement can be

reached. Cohesion energy differences for instance can be reproduced with

an accuracy better than 1%.

The generated potentials can then be used in molecular dynamics sim-

ulations to determine various material properties. Examples are described

in Sec. 1.6 below.

It should be kept in mind that force-matched potentials will only work

well in situations they have been trained to. Therefore, all local environ-

ments that might occur in the simulation should also be present in the set of

reference configurations. Otherwise the results may not be reliable. Using

a very broad selection of reference configurations will make the potential

more transferable, making it usable for many different situations, e.g. for

different phases of a given alloy. On the other hand, giving up some trans-

ferability may lead to a higher precision in special situations. By carefully

constraining the variety of reference structures one may generate a poten-

tial that is much more precise in a specific situation than a general purpose

potential, which was trained on a broader set of reference structures. The

latter potential, on the other hand, will be more versatile, but less accurate
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on average. Finding sufficiently many suitable reference structures might

not always be trivial. For certain complex structure like quasicrystals, there

may be only very few (if any) approximating periodic structures with small

enough unit cell.

potfit does currently not use experimental data during force matching.

The potentials are determined exclusively from ab-initio data, which means

they cannot exceed the accuracy of the first principles calculations. While

it is possible, in principle, to support also the comparison to experimental

values, we decided against such an addition. For once, available experi-

mental values can often not be calculated directly from the potentials, so

determining them would considerably slow down the evaluation of the tar-

get function Eq. (1.30). Secondly, experimental values often also depend

on the exact structure of the system, which in most cases is not completely

known beforehand for complex structures, for instance due to fractional oc-

cupancies in the experimentally determined structure model. A better way

to use experimental data is to test whether the newly generated potentials

lead to structures that under MD simulation show the behaviour known

from experiment.

It should be emphasized, however, that constructing potentials is still te-

dious and time-consuming. Potentials have to be thoroughly tested against

quantities not included in the fit. In this process, candiate potentials of-

ten need to be rejected or refined. Many iterations of the fitting-validation

cycle are usually required. It takes experience and skill to decide when

a potential is finished and ready to be used for production, and for which

conditions and systems it is suitable. potfit is only a tool that assists in this

process. Flexibility and easy extensibility was one of the main design goals

of potfit. While at present only pair and EAM potentials with tabulated

potential functions are implemented in potfit, it would be easy to comple-

ment these by other potential models, or to add support for differently

represented potential functions.

1.6. Simulations of physical properties

1.6.1. Diffusion in d-Al-Ni-Co

Aluminium is the majority element in many quasicrystals and expected to

be the most mobile element, but due to the lack of suitable radio-tracers its

diffusion properties are hardly accessible to experiment. Here, we investi-

gate aluminium diffusion in decagonal Al-Ni-Co quasicrystals by molecular
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dynamics simulations. The calculations were carried out with newly devel-

oped EAM potentials67 (see also Sec. 1.5).

The model structures of Ni-rich decagonal Al-Ni-Co (Al72Ni21Co9) con-

sists of an alternate stacking of two different layers which are decorations

of the same hexagon-boat-star (HBS) tiling, resulting in a period of about

4Å.68,69 We use a slightly modified variant determined in relaxation simula-

tions, where it was found that the two innermost Al atoms in the star tiles

prefer different positions, and also break the 4Å periodicity locally to an 8Å

periodicity.56 In the quasiperiodic plane the structure contains decagonal

clusters which consist of 5, 7 or 8 Al atoms and 5, 3 or 2 Ni atoms.

Significant anisotropic diffusion of Al was observed at temperatures

above 0.6 Tmelt. It was found that the diffusion in the decagonal plane

proceeds via mechanisms which are specific to quasicrystals. Of great im-

portance are sites which tend to emit atoms, whereas other sites can absorb

atoms. Chain processes occur, where the initial and the final positions are

at these sites. As shown in Fig. 1.4, mobile Al atoms are located in the

clusters with 7 or 8 Al atoms and within supertiles.

An important characteristic of this decagonal structure is that some Al

positions are not localized, but there are regions of continuous Al density

(Fig. 1.5). In the periodic direction, channels of continuous Al density

spread through the structure. The diffusion in this direction runs via such

channels. The diffusion mechanism is the direct position exchange of a

column of atoms. In each period there are three atoms which are part of

this column. With more than three periods the process is usually coupled

with a jump process in the decagonal plane. An atom of the decagonal

plane jumps into the diffusion channel, whereas another atom leaves the

channel. In this case, only the atoms in-between diffuse along the channel.

The diffusion channels are located in the centres of supertiles and in the

centres of decagonal clusters which contain three atoms per period.

There are clearly more Al atoms which contribute to the diffusion in

the decagonal plane than in the periodic direction, in which the diffusion

is limited to the channels. However, since the mobility of Al atoms in the

diffusion channels is significantly higher, the diffusion coefficients in the

periodic direction are larger than those in the decagonal plane.

Time-averaged atom density maps calculated with ab-initio MD as well

as classical MD with EAM potentials look very similar and confirm the ex-

istence of the continuous Al density regions. Furthermore, energy barriers

calculated for specific diffusion processes using EAM potentials were vali-

dated in ab-inito calculations as well. The energy barriers determined in
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Figure 1.4. Diffusion processes in the decagonal plane. Dark grey, large: Ni; light grey,
large: Co; dark grey, small: Al initial positions; light grey, small: Al positions after
100ps. Initial and final positions are connected. Dashed lines mark supertiles. Dotted
circles mark three types of decagonal clusters, differing in the Ni content.

the periodic direction are about 0.3 eV per 8Å-period. For chain processes

in the decagonal plane involving 3 atoms, an energy barrier of 0.5-2.5 eV

was determined.70

1.6.2. Dynamical structure factor

The dynamical structure factor and other vibrational properties of a solid

can in principle be derived from its eigenfrequencies and the corresponding

eigenmodes. The eigenfrequencies are usually obtained in harmonic ap-

proximation: The system is relaxed to its ground state, around which the

potential is expanded to second order to compute the dynamical matrix,

which then is diagonalized numerically. An important advantage of this ap-

proach is that one can work with small systems (one unit cell) by sampling

the Brillouin zone using Born-von-Karman boundary conditions. Compu-

tationally, it is much easier to diagonalize many small matrices instead of

one big matrix for a large system. This makes the method usable even with

ab-initio programs. Some MD or ab-initio programs directly provide the
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Figure 1.5. Atom density map with regions of continous Al density. The lower part of
the figure shows the marked stripe perpendicular to the periodic direction.

required derivatives of the forces. Otherwise it is always possible to take

derivatives numerically. Unfortunately, there are also disadvantages. For

complex structures, the ground state may not be very well defined, with

many shallow minima, which can lead to numerical difficulties like negative

eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix. Even more importantly, if there are

low-energy structural transformations occurring, harmonic approximation

may not be correct or accurate enough at higher temperatures.

Experimentally, phonons are usually studied by inelastic neutron scat-

tering. These experiments measure certain correlation functions, which can

be measured also in a molecular dynamics simulation. The advantage of

such a procedure is the close resemblence to the experimental setup, so that
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a direct comparison with experiment becomes possible. In particular, the

simulation can be performed at the same temperature as the experiment,

and is not restricted to harmonic approximation. In contrast to the dynam-

ical matrix approach, however, it is not possible to use Born-von-Karman

boundary conditions, so that large samples have to be simulated over long

physical times, which excludes the use of ab-initio methods.

Most correlation functions of interest are actually time-dependent ones.

As typical MD codes usually do not keep the whole MD trajectory in mem-

ory, they are best computed with some post-processing tool. nMoldyn71 is

such a post-processor. It is freely available and has been written exactly

for the purpose of computing correlation functions related to neutron scat-

tering experiments. nMoldyn uses as input the entire MD trajectory of the

system, with all atom positions and velocities. For many MD programs,

converters to the input format of nMoldyn exist. There is one problem,

however: a long trajectory of a large system represents a huge amount of

data. Note that if the Brillouin zone of a complex crystal phase with large

unit cell shall be sampled with adequate accuracy, then a large system has

to be simulated, and in order to obtain a reasonable frequency resolution,

long trajectories are required. For one-particle correlation functions (self-

correlations), where correlations of the properties of a particle with its own

history are averaged over the system, one can restrict the trajectory to a

representative subset of the particles, e.g. those in one unit cell. This trick

can be used e.g. for the velocity auto-correlation, whose Fourier transform

is the vibrational density of states.71

For collective correlation functions however, such an approach is not

possible. Among those, the most interesting is the dynamical structure

factor, which consists of a coherent and an incoherent part. The incoherent

part is a one-particle correlation function and provides only a relatively

smooth background. Interesting structural information is mostly contained

in the (collective) coherent part, which is given by the Fourier transform of

the coherent intermediate scattering function:

Fc(q, t) =
1

N

∑

i,j

bc
ib

c
j〈exp(−iq · ri(0)) exp(iq · rj(t))〉 (1.33)

=
1

N
〈f(q, 0)f(q, t) 〉 =

1

N
〈f(q, t0)f(q, t + t0) 〉t0 , (1.34)

f(q, t) =
∑

i

bc
i exp(−iq · ri(t)). (1.35)
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Figure 1.6. Coherent part of the dynamical structure factor (longitudinal polarisation)
for the Laves phase of MgZn2.

Here, bc
i is the coherent Neutron scattering amplitude. As we can see, for

a fixed wave vector q the coherent intermediate scattering function Fc(q, t)

is the autocorrelation of the time series f(q, t), which can be measured for

a selection of interesting values of q, say those on a suitable path in the

Brillouin zone. Writing the time series f(q, t) for a few hundred values

of q produces much less data than the whole trajectory of all particles.

From that data, it is then easy to compute the Fourier transform of its

autocorrelation via the fast Fourier transform method,71 which is done with

a simple post-processor. As an example, we show in Fig. 1.6 the dynamical

structure factor for longitudinal polarisation of the Laves phase of MgZn2,

determined with EAM potentials constructed with potfit,58 as described in

Sec. 1.5.

1.6.3. Cracks in NbCr2

By stretching a specimen, elastic energy is stored in the system. When a

crack moves through such a strained brittle solid, free surfaces are gener-

ated. Thus, crack propagation should be possible, if the elastic energy is
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sufficient for the generation of new fracture surfaces. It is evident from this

so-called Griffith criterion,72 that cleavage should probably occur on planes

of lowest surface energy. However, this global thermodynamic picture does

not take into account the discrete, atomistic nature of matter. Atomic

bonds break at the crack tip. Their arrangement and individual strength

can vary on different planes. From model calculations73 it is known that

cracks indeed can be stable for loads that lie well above the Griffith value.

This is due to the fact that breaking bonds costs a high amount of energy

locally. The crack can therefore be trapped by the lattice. To overcome

this barrier, the energy for crack propagation now also has to be higher

than the value coming only from the generation of flat surfaces. As a con-

sequence, fracture surfaces are not necessarily those of lowest energy or

lowest roughness (see e.g. Rösch et al.74,75). To investigate the influence of

the lattice-trapping73 effect on cleavage at low temperatures, we perform

molecular dynamics simulations on the Friauf-Laves phase NbCr2.

The EAM potentials for this compound were generated using the force-

matching method as described in Sec. 1.5. Ab-initio reference data on de-

formed samples as well as on systems with free surfaces has been included

in the fit. The lattice constant, the elastic constants, and the melting tem-

perature obtained with these interactions agree with experimental findings

and ab-initio results.76 The relaxation of atoms at free surfaces and the

surface energy are also reproduced well.76

The Friauf-Laves phases77–80 form the largest subset of topologically

close-packed intermetallic compounds.81 They frequently combine inter-

esting properties like high melting point, high temperature strength, and

low density. However, their applications are limited by an extreme brit-

tleness at low and ambient temperatures. In C15 NbCr2 the Cr atoms sit

on a tetrahedral network, whereas the Nb atoms form a diamond lattice.

A cubic cell contains 24 basis atoms. On the other hand, the Friauf-Laves

phases can be described as a stacking of layers (see e.g. Livingston82 and

Hazzledine et al.83) along the [111] direction.

We insert an atomically sharp seed crack in a relaxed specimen between

(111) planes of lowest surface energy. The samples consist of about five

million atoms. Periodic boundary conditions are applied parallel to the

crack front. For the other directions, atoms in the outermost boundary

layers are held fixed. The system is uniaxially strained perpendicular to

the crack plane up to the Griffith load and relaxed. The crack then is fur-

ther loaded by scaling the resulting displacement field at low temperature.

Sound waves emitted by the propagating crack are damped away by the
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applied molecular dynamics scheme.84

From pure energy considerations, the crack propagation direction on one

and the same plane should not change fracture behaviour. The required

surface energy stays constant. From an atomistic viewpoint, however, the

number and orientation of bonds that are approached by a propagating

crack front may differ. In fact, this influence can be observed for two

different propagation directions on a (111) plane in NbCr2.

Geometrically scanned fracture surfaces for cracks that propagated

along a [21̄1̄] and a [01̄1] direction are given in Fig. 1.7. The flat seed crack

has been built-in on the left. The energy release rate has been increased

to about 170% of the Griffith value to allow both cracks to overcome the

lattice-trapped state and to propagate with constant velocity. The crack

moving in [21̄1̄] direction initially climbs up one atomic layer. Brittle cleav-

age fracture on this plane then is observed. The surplus of energy causes

several point defects (see Fig. 1.7, top). In contrast, the crack propagating

along a [01̄1] axis causes a rougher surface (see Fig. 1.7, bottom). It seems

that the crack could not decide whether to stay on the initial cleavage plane

or to move up one atomic layer. The energy of the generated surfaces is in

both cases higher than the energy of the initial flat cleavage planes ([21̄1̄]:

+13%, [01̄1]: +28%). So, the main part of the energy surplus goes into

radiation. Rougher surfaces cost more energy to generate. The associated

crack also travels slower ([21̄1̄]: 1.05 km/s, [01̄1]: 0.76 km/s). Thus, macro-

scopic properties differ for the two propagation directions. This reveals that

computer experiments on an atomic scale are necessary to simulate and to

understand fracture properly.

The crack travelling in [21̄1̄] direction changes the initial cleavage plane

for diverse applied loads always as shown in Fig. 1.7. Flat cuts at both

heights cost the same amount of energy. The height thus could be chosen

randomly. However, a crack shifted up one atomic layer does not deviate

from this plane (see Fig. 1.8). The initial lattice trapping for the shifted

crack is somewhat lower (an energy surplus of about 32% instead of 44%

allows propagation). Thus, the bonds that are approached first at the

crack tip even seem to select the cleavage plane. This subtle detail again

emphasizes the importance of the lattice-trapping effect. The molecular

dynamics simulations show, that fracture is determined by processes on the

atomic level. These define whether, where, and how a crack propagates.
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Figure 1.7. Sections of (111) fracture surfaces geometrically scanned with a Nb atom.
The crack propagated in [21̄1̄] (top) and in [01̄1] direction (bottom).

Figure 1.8. Atoms forming the fracture surfaces of the shifted crack. Only particles
with low coordination number are displayed. The seed crack (top) propagates smoothly
on the initial height (bottom: after 0.1 ns).

1.6.4. Order-disorder transition in CaCd6

CaCd6 can be understood as the cubic 1/1-approximant of the thermody-

namically stable Ca-Cd icosahedral quasicrystal.85,86 Both the quasicrystal

and the complex periodic phases can be described as packings of essentially

identical clusters with some additional glue atoms in-between.87,88 In the

cubic CaCd6 phase, these clusters are arranged on a bcc lattice. The clus-

ters each contain a total of 66 atoms in four shells: A Cd tetrahedron is

believed to be the central shell, surrounded by a Cd dodecahedron, a Ca
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icosahedron and a Cd icosidodecahedron.89 While the outer three shells

are icosahedrally symmetric, this symmetry is broken by the innermost

tetrahedron.

The cubic 1/1-approximant CaCd6 (and the isostructural YbCd6) show

an order-disorder phase transition at 100 K (and 110 K, respectively), which

is attributed to a reordering or disordering of the orientations of the tetra-

hedral central shell. At the phase transition temperature, there is a peak

in the heat capacity and a discontinuity of the electrical conductivity.90,91

From X-ray diffraction, Gómez and Lidin89 concluded that the central

shell is a distorted tetrahedron suffering from two types of disorder. The

first is a 90◦ rotational disorder along the twofold axis of the tetrahedron,

which leads to a cube with alternately occupied corners. The second type

of disorder is a triple split of the tetrahedron corner atoms that arises when

the threefold rotational axis does not coincide with the body diagonal of

the cubic unit cell. These two types of disorder combined lead to 24 pos-

sible positions for four tetrahedral Cd atoms in each cluster’s central shell,

as shown in Fig. 1.9(a). Based on this proposal, Nozawa and Ishii used

ab-initio methods to compare the energies of structures with different tetra-

hedron shapes and orientations.92 However, the computational demands of

these methods make a similar treatment of larger supercells impossible.

Simulations with effective potentials turned out to be much better suited

to this task.93 The potfit58 program (Sec. 1.5) was used to create EAM

potentials for Ca-Cd, with the help of which the precise structure and or-

dering of the innermost CaCd cluster shell could be analyzed in a level of

detail that is inaccessible to ab-initio methods. To study the stability of

the Gómez-Lidin tetrahedra89 as innermost shells, one generates all pos-

sible combinations of orientations of the tetrahedra in a cubic cell with

two clusters and relaxes these structures to the nearest energy minimum.

The resulting relaxed structures have six different energies in total, differ-

ing maximally by 0.17 meV/atom. The relaxed tetrahedra are all identical

(up to symmetry), the energy difference coming from the different relative

orientations of the two tetrahedra. This ideal tetrahedron is not equal to

the Gómez-Lidin one, however. Each atom relaxes in a specific way (two

atoms by 0.29Å, the other two by 0.17Å) to new tetrahedron corners, with-

out further symmetry breaking. The number of distinct ideal tetrahedra

therefore is still twelve, like the number of Gómez-Lidin tetrahedra, but

the total number of possible corner positions has doubled. In Fig. 1.9(b),

the new positions of a sample tetrahedron are shown in black, while the

medium gray cirles signify the original Gómez-Lidin positions. The light
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gray positions are occupied by atoms belonging to rotated tetrahedra. The

relaxation simulations also show that the surrounding shells of the clusters

are strongly deformed by the inner tetrahedron. The stability of the ideal

cluster has been verified also with ab-initio relaxations.

(a) Potential locations of the Cd tetra-
hedral atoms according to Gómez and
Lidin.

(b) Improved tetrahedron. For an ex-
planation, see text.

Figure 1.9. Configuration of the Ca-Cd tetrahedron.

In a second step, finite temperature MD simulations were performed

with a larger sample, consisting of 5 × 5× 5 cubic unit cells (250 clusters).

These simulations show that, starting from an ordered low-temperature

state, the tetrahedron orientations start to change at around 100 K, and

even a few non-ideal tetrahedra show up. It was not possible, however, to

see any clear sign of the expected phase transition, like a peak in the heat

capacity or a jump in the inner energy, probably due to the bad statistics.

A further step in our modelling of the interactions is therefore required.

In order to obtain better statistics, the number of degrees of freedom

needs to be reduced. All clusters in low temperature states apparently have

the same innermost shells in the form of the ideal tetrahedron introduced

above, which occurs in twelve different orientations. One then can set up

an effective hamiltonian modelling the interactions between neighbouring

clusters via induced deformations of the outer shells. Neighbouring clus-

ters can be in contact along two-fold or three-fold directions. Taking into

account the different orientations of the inner tetrahedra at both ends of

a bond, there are, up to symmetry, 26 types of 2-fold bonds and 16 types
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of 3-fold bonds. Each bond of type α contributes an energy Eα to the

hamiltonian.

The energies Eα can be determined by fitting to energies obtained in

MD relaxations of supercells containing up to 64 clusters with randomly

oriented tetrahedra. The cluster hamiltonian so derived can now be used

in extensive Monte Carlo simulations. With a sample of 4× 4× 4 unit cells

containing 128 clusters, the internal energy as a function of temperature

was determined,93 which shows a sharp jump at about 89 K (Fig. 1.10), not

far from the experimental transition temperature of 100 K.91 This energy

jump ∆E corresponds to an entropy jump ∆E/kBT0 of roughly 1kB per

cluster, which is about twice the amount estimated in Ref. 90.
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Figure 1.10. Internal energy as a function of temperature for the effective cluster hamil-
tonian. A sharp jump is displayed at about 89 K.93

1.7. Conclusions

The molecular dynamics method allows to simulate a large variety of mate-

rial properties and dynamical processes at the atomistic level. For complex

materials and inhomogeneous systems with phase or grain boundaries and

large defects, such a level of detail is indeed necessary. With classical ef-

fective potentials and large parallel computers, it is possible to routinely

simulate systems with linear sizes exceeding 100Å, thus reaching well into

the nano-domain. Even though classical potentials may seem to be a gross
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approximation to the quantum-mechanical reality, with a well selected po-

tential model (depending on the system type) and with carefully adjusted

potential parameters, it is possible to perform simulations with high accu-

racy and reliability. This can be achieved by fitting the potential param-

eters to data obtained in quantum-mechanical calculations, thus making

quantum-mechanical information available also to classical simulations.

In many situations, however, system sizes of 100Å and time spans of

a few nanoseconds may still be far too small. But even in such cases, it

is possible to use results of molecular dynamics simulations to determine

parameters of higher level theories, such as continuum models, or effective

models where part of the degrees of freedom have been integrated out, like

models used in Monte Carlo simulations. Molecular dynamics therefore

provides the basis also for those higher level theories, and is an essential

ingredient for any multi-scale modelling of matter.
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